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Mutual Exclusion Sizing for Hoi Polloi
Swetha Mettala Gilla, Marly Roncken , Ivan Sutherland, and Xiaoyu Song

Abstract—Granting access to a shared self-timed resource
requires a mutual exclusion circuit to resolve contention. All such
circuits contain cross-coupled logic gates to decide contested cases
on a first-come-first-served basis. An end-of-metastability detec-
tor grants a decision only after metastability, if any, ends. This
brief contrasts two previously published mutual exclusion designs
and offers previously unavailable guides to achieving least uncon-
tested grant delay for each design. The faster design integrates
its cross-coupled gates and end-of-metastability detector into a
single stage. The slower design pays a time penalty by isolating
these two functions in separate sequential logic stages.

Index Terms—Mutual exclusion, arbiter, self-timed circuits,
asynchronous logic, transistor sizing.

I. INTRODUCTION

A CLOCKED system can use priority to choose between
contending requests for a shared resource. In contrast,

a self-timed system must arbitrate on a first-come-first-served
basis. This brief considers how to optimize self-timed first-
come-first-served circuits, also known as Mutual Exclusion
circuits or simply as Arbiters.

Although arbiters superficially resemble the synchronizers
seen in clocked systems, their design criteria differ [4], [5].
A clocked system suffers errors if metastability lasts longer
than a fixed time, and so synchronizer designs must focus on
rapid exit from metastability. Self-timed systems avoid errors
by waiting for metastability to end. Self-timing gains freedom
from error by accommodating uncertain delay.

A mutual exclusion or arbiter circuit chooses which of
two contending requests for a shared resource shall first be
served [10]. Arbitration is an essential element for designing
asynchronous, or self-timed, circuits and systems [7], [11].
Besides appearing as a design element in its own right, arbitra-
tion also appears in Q-flops [9] as a crucial part of just-in-time
adjustable delay [1], in MrGO for test and debug [8], and
in synchronous-asynchronous interfaces [3]. Recent work by
Zhang et al. shows how to test arbiter circuits [13].

Arbiters also play a role in the search for hardware secu-
rity primitives to build a secret key for identification and
authentication that is unique for each integrated circuit [2], [6].
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Our focus here is on two CMOS two-way arbiter circuits
based on Seitz [10] and published in [8] and [11]. Both are
used and referenced frequently but without the practical guide
to design included here.

II. A TALE OF TWO ARBITERS

Seitz’ early design for an nMOS arbiter [10] detects the
end of metastability when the difference in voltage of the two
outputs of its cross-coupled logic gates exceeds a transistor
threshold. The two CMOS arbiters in this brief follow Seitz’
scheme. The ARC arbiter in Fig. 1(a) combines cross-coupled
gates and threshold circuit into a single inverting logic stage.
The SF arbiter in Fig. 1(b) separates them into two inverting
logic stages and thus avoids net signal inversion.

The two arbiter schematics in Fig. 1 are often drawn using
logic gate notations with cross-coupled NAND gates. For the
ARC arbiter, the two series nMOS transistors A and B and the
two parallel pMOS transistors P1 and P2 on each side form
a two-input NAND gate. Each NAND output, x or y, serves
as input for the other NAND. Likewise, for the SF arbiter,
transistors A, B, P1, and Q on the left form a two-input NAND
gate that is cross-coupled to the two-input NAND gate formed
by transistors A, B, P1, and Q on the right. Fig. 1 uses the
expanded transistor notation because we will size NAND gate
transistors A, B, and Q separately and individually.

The arrows in Fig. 1 trace the signal flow from request R1
to grant G1. The purple arrow in Fig. 1(a) traces how a rising
input on R1 turns on the series transistors A and B on the
left to pull down the NAND gate’s output signal labeled x,
thus disabling A and enabling P2 on the right to leave y high.
Output G1 goes low only after x and y differ by more than
the threshold of transistor M. The green arrow in Fig. 1(b)
traces how a rising input on R1 drives x low to disable A and
enable Q on the right to leave y high. The red arrow traces
how the current flows through Q and M in series to drive
output G1 high when x becomes more than a threshold lower
than y. Note that the grants in Fig. 1(a) fall whereas those in
Fig. 1(b) rise. End-of-metastability detection in each circuit is
done by M, but note that M’s transistor type and connections
are very different in the two circuits.

III. LEAST UNCONTESTED GRANT DELAY

This brief explains to anyone1 who plans to use either arbiter
in Fig. 1 how best to size its transistors. In self-timed systems,
metastability occurs only upon the very rare near-simultaneous
arrival of contending requests. Therefore, we seek to minimize

1The double entendre of “Hoi Polloi” in the title refers to the original use
in Greek for “the majority” of people or cases.
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Fig. 1. Schematics of (a) ARC arbiter and (b) Sparsø-Furber (SF) arbiter.
The goal of this brief is to optimize transistor drive strengths for least uncon-
tested grant delay as represented by the purple R1 to G1 path in (a) and the
corresponding combination of green and red paths in (b). Key transistors to
optimize are A, M, and Q, which we size relative to B. The other transistors
play various keeper roles and influence each arbiter’s release delay.

the grant delay in the vast majority1 of cases where contention
is absent — the uncontested grant delay.

Without loss of generality, we will use R1 to G1 as the
reference uncontested grant path in each arbiter. We assume
that the arbiters have reasonable input and output rise times.

IV. MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS

We will consider the R1 to G1 uncontested grant delay in
each arbiter as partitioned serially over multiple paths. Each
path consists of a combination of transistors driving an indi-
vidual load. We can express the total delay as the sum of the

path delays as if the delays for driving the individual loads
were separate in time. In reality, the drives overlap in time.
Nevertheless, the sum is valid because the time it takes to fill
a combination of loads with charge is the sum of the times
it would take to fill each load. Each path delay, D, can be
computed as the ratio of the path’s output load to its drive
strength [12]:

D = Load/Strength (1)

where
◦ nMOS and pMOS transistors present a load of γN respec-

tively γP times their drive strength, with γN + γP = 1
representing the load of an inverter with an nMOS and a
pMOS transistor of strength 1.

◦ Drive strengths of transistors in parallel add up.
◦ The combined strength of k transistors in series, each

with strength Si, for i = 1, . . . , k, is expressed as
strength(S1, . . . , Sk) = 1/((1/S1) + · · · + (1/Sk)).

We will model switching delays associated with changing
the charge in a transistor’s channel and we will model parasitic
delays associated with changing the charge in a transistor’s
source or drain. For simplicity, we assume that a transistor’s
channel, source, and drain each present the same amount of
load. Because the wire connections in each arbiter are short,
we ignore their resistance and capacitance.

A. Mathematical Analysis for the ARC Arbiter

We consider the total delay for R1 to G1, marked by the
purple arrow in Fig. 1(a), as partitioned serially over two paths:
A, B in series driving M, and A, B, M in series driving G1.

We first consider the delay for series transistors A and B
driving M by driving their series output, x, low. The switch-
ing delay associated with driving x low, Dswitching

ARC1
, concerns

changing the charge in the channels of transistors A, P2, P4
on the right and M on the left, as explained below.

• nMOS transistor A on the right: Initially, A is turned on
and its channel filled with charge. Then x goes low, turns
off A, and drains this charge.

• pMOS transistors P2 and P4 on the right: Initially, gate
x, the power source, and drains y and G2 of P2 and P4
are all high, turning off P2 and P4, leaving their channels
without charge. Then x goes low, turns on P2 and P4, and
fills both channels with charge.

• nMOS transistor M on the left: Initially, M’s gate
y, source x, and drain G1 are all high, turning off
M, leaving its channel without charge. Then x goes
low while the originally high G1 drain is discon-
nected from the supply power because P3 turns off.
As a result, M turns on and its channel fills with charge.

• Any other transistor can be ignored: The switching delay
for driving x low excludes changing the charge in the
channel or channels of:

◦ nMOS transistor B on the left, which is included in
the external logic that drives R1 high, and tied into
the total delay as a stepup load on G1,

◦ pMOS transistors P1 and P2 on the left, which
are without charge as P1 is turned off by the
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TABLE I
KEY TRANSISTOR DRIVE STRENGTH FORMULAS FOR R1 TO G1 LEAST UNCONTESTED GRANT DELAY FOR A STEPUP OF s TIMES THE INPUT LOAD AT B

external logic that drives R1 high and P2 by its high
gate, y,

◦ nMOS transistor M on the right, which has nothing
in its channel to discharge when x goes low because
its gate x, source y, and drain G2 are initially high.

The parasitic delay associated with driving x low, Dparasitic
ARC1

,
concerns changing the charge in the drains of B, P1, and P2
on the left and in the source of M on the left. Using equa-
tion (1) we can express Dswitching

ARC1
and Dparasitic

ARC1
as indicated in

the following equation (2). For notation, we lowercase a tran-
sistor’s name to indicate its strength—e.g., a and p2 represent
the strengths of transistors A and P2 respectively.

Dswitching
ARC1

= (γN ∗ (a + m)) + (γP ∗ (p2 + p4))

strength(a, b)

Dparasitic
ARC1

= (γN ∗ (b + m)) + (γP ∗ (p1 + p2))

strength(a, b)
(2)

Let us now consider the second part of the purple arrow
in Fig. 1(a), with series transistors A, B, M driving G1 low.
Because the internally G1-connected transistors, P3 and P4,
are turned off, this path’s switching delay, Dswitching

ARC2
, is deter-

mined entirely by the external load on G1. For simplicity, we
set the external load to stepup, s, times the load that transistor
B presents to R1, ignoring the typically much smaller transis-
tors P1 and P3. The parasitic delay associated with driving G1

low, Dparasitic
ARC2

, concerns changing the charge in the drains of
the leftmost pMOS transistors P3 and P4 and nMOS transistor
M. Using equation (1) we find:

Dswitching
ARC2

= s ∗ γN ∗ b

strength(a, b, m)

Dparasitic
ARC2

= (γN ∗ m) + (γP ∗ (p3 + p4))

strength(a, b, m)
(3)

Using (2) and (3) we formulate the R1 to G1 uncontested
grant delays with (w/P) and without (w/oP) parasitics as:

Dw/oP
ARC = Dswitching

ARC1
+ Dswitching

ARC2

Dw/P
ARC = Dw/oP

ARC + Dparasitic
ARC1

+ Dparasitic
ARC2

(4)

Differentiating the delay expressions in (4) with respect to
a and m, the strengths of major driving transistors A and M,
and setting their partial derivatives to zero yields formulas for
a and m at least uncontested grant delay with and without
parasitics. These formulas, shown in Table I, express a and m
relative to b, the drive strength of transistor B that dominates
the input load.

B. Mathematical Analysis for the SF Arbiter

We partition the delay from R1 to G1 in the SF arbiter
over the two paths marked by the green arrow and the red
arrow in Fig. 1(b). The green arrow uses NAND transistors
A and B to drive both M and Q by driving NAND output, x,
low. The red arrow uses Q with P1 in parallel and in series
with M to drive G1 high. The delay analysis is similar to the
analysis in Section IV-A for the two partitions of the purple
arrow in Fig. 1(a). The resulting a, m, and q formulas for
least uncontested grant delay in Table I are based on switching
and parasitic delay expressions Dswitching

SF1
and Dparasitic

SF1
for the

green arrow, and Dswitching
SF2

and Dparasitic
SF2

for the red arrow:

Dswitching
SF1

= (γN ∗ (a + n)) + (γP ∗ (m + q))

strength(a, b)

Dparasitic
SF1

= (γN ∗ b) + (γP ∗ (m + q + p1))

strength(a, b)

Dswitching
SF2

= s ∗ γN ∗ b

strength(q + p1, m)

Dparasitic
SF2

= (γN ∗ n) + (γP ∗ m)

strength(q + p1, m)
. (5)

V. TRANSISTOR-LEVEL SIMULATION

To complement our mathematical analysis of the best drive
strengths for least uncontested grant delay, we simulated the
arbiters in a 90nm CMOS process. We used a SPICE analog
circuit simulator to sweep drive strengths a, m, and q of key
transistors A, M, and Q relative to drive strength b for B, set
arbitrarily at 12. Identical inverters drove each arbiter for a
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TABLE II
CALCULATED AND SIMULATED BEST STRENGTHS AND DELAYS WITH b, γN , γP, n, pARC

1 , pSF
1 , p2, p3, p4 = 12, 1

3 , 2
3 , 4, 1, 2, 4, 1, 2 AND τ = 7 PS

Fig. 2. Simulation sweeps for the ARC and SF arbiters, showing the uncon-
tested grant delay as a function of drive strength a and stepup s under oth-
erwise fixed drive strengths b, n, pARC

1 , pSF
1 , p2, p3, p4 = 12, 4, 1, 2, 4, 1, 2.

Each of the six delay graphs belongs to a specific arbiter and stepup, and
uses fixed best-m and best-q values that gave the least delay encountered in
the collection of a-m-q sweeps simulated for this particular arbiter and stepup.

nominal input stepup of 3. We set the drive strengths of keeper
transistors to provide small but similar loads on related signals
in both arbiters. The exact drive strengths are specified in the
caption of Table II.

Fig. 2 shows the uncontested grant delay as a function of
drive strength a and stepup s. Specifically, Fig. 2 shows three
delay graphs per arbiter, one for each stepup s of 1, 2, and 3.
Each graph plots the uncontested grant delay simulated for the
specific arbiter and stepup. The name of each graph indicates
the specific arbiter design, stepup, and best m and q (if present)
with the least delay encountered in the entire a-m-q sweep for
this arbiter and stepup. For instance, ARCs1M8, the name of
the graph with the best—i.e., least — delay for the ARC arbiter
simulated for the indicated a-range and stepup s of 1, uses a
drive strength m of 8.

The graphs in Fig. 2 are relatively flat near their minimum
delay. So are the graphs — omitted here — showing the uncon-
tested grant delay as a function of m or q versus s. Clearly,
there is flexibility in sizing transistors A, M, and Q without
jeopardizing the uncontested grant delay.

Table II captures the best drive strengths a, m, q and the
least uncontested grant delay for each delay graph in Fig. 2.
Table II also shows the corresponding results for the mathe-
matical analysis with and without parasitics, with γN and γP

set to 1
3 and 2

3 , to match the drive strength to the input capac-
itance of 90nm nMOS and pMOS transistors. The simulated

delay values are measured in picoseconds (ps). The analyzed
delay values are given in τ , the delay of an inverter driving
an identical inverter. Simulations with 90nm CMOS inverter
rings indicate that τ is approximately 7 picoseconds.

Bearing in mind that the exact transistor source, drain, and
channel loads depend on the layout, and that the strength ver-
sus delay graphs are rather flat around their minimum delay,
the key message to take away from Table II is that the calcu-
lated and simulated drive strengths point in the same direction,
and that fine-tuning requires more in-depth layout and process
knowledge. The delay results indicate that the ARC arbiter
has a better—i.e., smaller — uncontested grant delay than the
SF arbiter. In the mathematical analysis the ARC arbiter is
12–15% faster without considering parasitics, and 19–20% for
the formulas with parasitics. In the simulation the ARC arbiter
is approximately 25% faster.

VI. LOGICAL EFFORT AND RELEASE DELAY

Fig. 3(a) presents simulation results for the two arbiters
using fixed near-optimal transistor strengths, and compares
each arbiter’s uncontested grant delay to the delay of NAND
and inverter circuits. Note that the grant delays of the two
arbiters are comparable to a NAND with similar stepup. Note
too that the grant delays are relatively insensitive to the output
load, represented by stepup s. The internal parasitic delay, p,
dominates the uncontested grant delay.

The slope of each graph is an indication of the logical effort,
g, of the circuitry [12]. The uncontested grant circuitry has
exceptionally low logical effort, g = 0.5 for the ARC arbiter
and g = 0.7 for the SF arbiter — lower even than the logical
effort of the inverter circuit. The delay and logical effort of
an uncontested grant are so good, i.e., low, only because both
arbiters use very small keeper transistors.

The reverse effect of small keeper transistors is that their
drive strengths are weak, making the paths that pass through
them slow, thus making the arbiter release delay graphs the
upper graphs in Fig. 3(a).

At negligible cost to the grant delay and small cost to the
arbiter’s input capacitance, we can reduce the release delay by
resizing just one keeper transistor: P3 in the ARC arbiter and
P1 in the SF arbiter. Because the side effects are small, we
can do this independently from sizing for least uncontested
grant delay. Fig. 3(b) shows the reduced release delays with
1, 2 and 3 times larger p3 and p1.
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Fig. 3. (a) Uncontested ARC and SF arbiter grant and release delays, simulated for a stepup s of 1, 2, and 3, with fixed transistor parameters as specified
in Table II and fixed near-optimal a, m, and q strengths of 24, 8, and 6. For each delay graph we indicate its logical effort, g, and internal parasitic delay, p.
Note the relatively low delays and exceptionally good—i.e., low — logical effort of the uncontested grant delay graphs. The contrasting relatively high release
delays in (a) can be reduced with a separate optimization step at negligible cost to the grant delays by strengthening keeper transistor P3 in the ARC arbiter
and P1 in the SF arbiter. The graphs in (b) show the results of resizing these two keeper transistors by a factor of 1, 2, and 3, respectively.

VII. CONCLUSION

The first question in sizing is what delays to consider. We
minimize the uncontested grant delay to cover the vast major-
ity of mutual exclusion, or arbitration, cases where contention
is absent. The second and harder question is how to partition
the delay analysis. For instance, sizing end-of-metastability
detection transistor M in Fig. 1(a) for least uncontested grant
delay is a compromise between (1) the load M presents to
the NAND gates that drive it and (2) M’s ability to drive the
arbiter output. A stronger M speeds driving the output, but a
stronger M is also harder to drive and therefore retards the
NAND gates. Partitioning the grant delay path serially over
multiple paths addresses such mutual dependencies gracefully,
and works because the time it takes to fill a combination of
loads with charge is the sum of the times it would take to fill
each load separately.

As for most CMOS circuits, relatively large changes in
transistor strengths result in relatively small changes in each
arbiter’s uncontested grant delay, as illustrated in Fig. 2 for
transistor A’s strength a. We used this insensitivity for the
benefit of reducing the release delays, as shown in Fig. 3(b).

The uncontested grant delay does depend, however,
on the arbiter’s output load, as illustrated by the same
Fig. 2 and by Fig. 3(a). Arbiters have less delay when lightly
loaded. Combine them with simple inverters if you need more
gain.

The ARC arbiter’s main advantage is that it avoids an entire
stage of logic to make room for inverters that have higher gain
than the second inverting stage of the SF arbiter. In addition,
the ARC arbiter also uses the better gain of nMOS transistors
to detect the end of metastability.

The mathematical analysis and supporting simulation results
presented in this brief offer the following insights. Cross-
coupled NAND transistor A in Fig. 1 best be stronger than its
series transistor B because A follows a stage of gain whereas
B loads the input directly. End-of-metastability detection tran-
sistor M best be intermediate in strength between the NAND
drive of series pair A and B and the output load of the arbiter.
Transistor Q, which plays a role in the second stage of the

SF arbiter, best be of equal strength or slightly weaker than
transistor M because Q has parallel support from P1 to drive
the output load in series with M.

The mutual exclusion circuits presented here involve only
a handful of transistors. Because their area and delay are tiny
compared to the area and delay taken by latches or flipflops,
we feel free to use them profusely in our designs. We include
its own mutual exclusion circuit (MrGO) in each and every
self-timed action to provide reliable interruption anywhere [8].
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